By Instruction: No Working Title

Misunderstanding, misinterpretation, failure and disappointment. The unstable intersection between what is instructed and how it is interpreted.

This presentation by Natasha Kidd (Course Leader of the BA Fine Art course at Bath School of Art) and Jo Addison (Course Leader of the BA Fine Art course at Kingston University) will offer an overview of No Working Title a collaborative project between BA students and staff from 4 UK Art Schools that culminates in an event at Tate Modern.

Since the 1960’s artists have been inventing or adopting rules, systems and strategies as a way of generating artworks. Often removing the execution of the artwork from the hand of the artist himself artists such as Sol Lewitt, Alighiero Boetti, Vito Acconci, Douglas Huebler, John Baldessari and Fluxus have not only challenged the status of the art object but questioned the role of the artist as author. In 2009, following this framework No Working Title (NWT) was devised. This project sets out to provoke a dialogue between students and staff across 4 HE institutions, establish a collaborative relationship between the students and staff from these institutions and an international gallery. Through this relationship an authorial approach to practice is exchanged for an anti-authorial counterpart. Labour and skills are both relinquished and acquired and there is an opportunity to investigate what the points of interchange offer to all involved.

In order to promote cross-institutional exchange, each student or member of staff is paired with another from a different college. Each person devises a set of instructions, with their own practice at the centre of the process. This enables their partner to generate an artwork. The instructions take many forms and are communicated by various means, including email, text, post and social networking. At this stage they do not meet face-to-face. Communication is limited to the issuing of instructions only.

On receiving their instructions, each person carefully follows the specifics of their partner’s request to make the work. Upon completion all works are packaged for transport to Tate Modern where partners and works meet for the first time. A critique / debate surrounding this ‘pop-up’ exhibition is chaired by a curator.

For students and staff alike, it is a challenging process. It questions important issues of provenance, control, labour, duty and ego. It encourages dialogue about art in which ideas are primary and are communicated and interpreted through verbal and non-verbal language. It questions the artist’s role as author and suggests that rather than de-skilling the artist/student through the negation of the act of production, the process re-skills the artist/student with more astute conceptual rigor and an evolved visual and verbal language.

Misunderstanding, misinterpretation and unfulfilled promise are central to the project. Failure and disappointment are integral components of the process. Ambiguity is questioned. Egos are checked. The language of the instructions given is scrutinized.

This paper will contextualize the project; explore the prevalent themes and present images of the work produced. It will look at ways in which the questions raised through the project and themes explored have more broad pedagogic application.

What information is held in the slippage between instruction and interpretation?
Does *No Working Title* turn the language of the assessment brief in on itself?

Does the concise and formal delivery approach adopted from the outset arise from a knowing dig at an increasingly professionalized and target centered form of teaching and learning?

In an age of reflective journals and Learning Outcomes does *No Working Title* provide a necessary distance from accountability for the work?

In line with the framework of the project, pre-devised instructions will be distributed to every member of the audience. These instructions will promote performative, live, disruptions, exchanges and interactions throughout the presentation.
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